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Hotspot: Making computer vision more
effective for human video surveillance

Cuong Nguyen, Wu-chi Feng and Feng Liu

Abstract
Studies have shown that the human capability of monitoring multiple surveillance videos is limited. Computer
vision techniques have been developed to detect abnormal events to support human video surveillance; how-
ever, their results are often unreliable, thus distracting surveillance operators and making them miss impor-
tant events. This article presents Hotspot as a surveillance video visualization system that can effectively
leverage noisy computer vision techniques to support human video surveillance. Hotspot consists of two
views: a designated focus view to summarize videos with detected events and a video-bank view surrounding
the focus view to display source surveillance videos. The focus view allows an operator to quickly dismiss false
alarms and focus on true alarms. The video-bank view allows for extended human video analysis after an
important event is detected. Hotspot further provides visual links to assist quick attention switch from the
focus view to the video-bank view. Our experiments show that Hotspot can effectively integrate noisy, automatic
computer vision detection results and better support human video surveillance tasks than the baseline video
surveillance with no or only basic computer vision support.
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Introduction

Video surveillance systems have seen increasing use in

both public and residential security.1,2 A common task

for a surveillance operator in a video surveillance sys-

tem is to detect critical events, which involves scanning

multiple video streams to search for suspicious activi-

ties such as loitering or intrusions.3–5 Studies, how-

ever, have found that human capability for this task is

limited.4,6

Automated computer vision techniques for event

detection have been developed and incorporated to

aid human video surveillance. Computer vision algo-

rithms, however, are often unreliable and produce

false alarms. False alarms are distracting and can often

compromise an operator’s surveillance performance.

Figure 1(a) illustrates a typical installation of com-

puter vision–enabled surveillance system. The alarms

detected by computer vision algorithms can appear in

any of the surveillance videos, requiring the operator

to shift the attention to follow these alarms. Frequent

attention re-orientation is cognitively demanding and

makes the operator miss important events, especially

those outside his attended area.

In this article, we present a Hotspot system that can

effectively leverage the automatic event detection

capability of computer vision algorithms to assist

human video surveillance while minimizing the side

effect of the noisy computer vision detection results

(http://graphics.cs.pdx.edu/project/hotspot). Hotspot is

designed according to the understanding of the beha-

vior of off-the-shelf computer vision algorithms and
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their effect on the performance of human video sur-

veillance. As illustrated in Figure 1(b), Hotspot consists

of two views: a designated focus view that summarizes

videos with detected events and a video-bank view sur-

rounding the focus view that displays all the original

surveillance videos. The focus view provides an over-

view of detected events in a small region that enables a

surveillance operator to quickly and conveniently dis-

miss false alarms and focus on true alarms. This frees

the surveillance operator from frequently switching his

attention across a large display area to follow the

detected events. The video-bank view surrounding the

focus view displays all the original surveillance videos

and provides the useful context information for

extended analysis of detected events. For example, the

original videos are often organized in the video-bank

view to preserve the spatial relationship of the surveil-

lance cameras. This allows the operator to track suspi-

cious personnel across multiple neighboring cameras.

Accordingly, Hotspot designs visual links to provide

cues for the operator to quickly switch from the

detected event in the focus view to the corresponding

original video in the video-bank view. The video-bank

view also allows the operator to detect the events that

are missed by the computer vision algorithms.

The main contribution of this article is the design of

the Hotspot system that can effectively leverage noisy

computer vision detection results to support human

video surveillance tasks. Therein, Hotspot addresses

two specific problems: how to support a surveillance

operator quickly detect abnormal events from the noisy

computer vision output and how to enable the

operator to switch from the focus view to the video-bank

view. Accordingly, this article conducts two studies to

evaluate how Hotspot addresses these two challenges.

The first study compares Hotspot with baseline video

surveillance systems with no or only basic computer

vision support in the task of important event detection.

This study shows that Hotspot outperforms the baseline

system with no computer vision support and Hotspot

can better support event detection than the baseline

system with the same computer vision support. The

second study shows that the design of visual links in

Hotspot can effectively help a surveillance operator

quickly finds the original video in the video-bank view

corresponding to the video of interest in the focus view.

Background

Human video surveillance

This article considers a typical video surveillance sce-

nario where an operator monitors multiple, often more

than 10, surveillance videos. These videos are often

displayed on a monitor array or on a large screen. The

arrangement of the videos on the screen(s) usually pre-

serves the spatial relationship of the cameras capturing

these videos. For example, the videos of the same

building floor are placed close to each other and the

videos captured by spatially neighboring cameras are

displayed next to each other.

Surveillance operators need to actively search for

suspicious events captured in the videos online. They

need to examine each suspicious event to determine

Figure 1. (a) Traditional computer vision–enabled surveillance system versus (b) Hotspot system. For illustration
purpose only, the operator’s attention focus region is highlighted as a bright circle and the screen outside the attention
focus region is darkened. Using a traditional video surveillance system, an operator needs to shift his attention across
the large display to cover/follow as many computer vision detected alarms as possible. This is cognitively demanding
and often makes the operator miss important events. Hotspot summarizes the alarms in the focus view and allows the
operator to quickly identify truly important events.
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whether it is important or not. Depending on the

nature of suspicious events, they can sometimes be

easily ascertained as important or unimportant.

Sometimes, they require the operators to perform

extended analysis, such as observing a suspicious

activity for a longer time or tracking a suspicious per-

son across multiple neighboring cameras (videos).

Studies have shown that human video surveillance

is cognitively intensive for operators. According to the

classic Feature Integration Theory in psychology,7

human video surveillance can be considered as an

inefficient search task, which is difficult as it requires

an observer to look for complex targets that resemble

many features within the environment. It was reported

that ordinary surveillance operators can only actively

work for about 20–40 min before their detection per-

formance decreases dramatically.8

When dealing with many visual features in an ineffi-

cient search task, the observer’s visual attention plays

an important role in the search performance.9,10 The

Spotlight visual attention model describes that the

human attention region is typically small, and stimuli

outside the small attention region are difficult for an

operator to detect.9 Thus, the operator has to actively

shift his attention across the display(s) to cover multi-

ple videos. However, attention re-orientation is also

cognitively intensive and causes failure of visual aware-

ness. Two common failures of visual awareness are

Inattentional Blindness and Change Blindness.11

Inattentional Blindness happens when an observer fails

to detect unexpected visual stimuli that do not receive

enough attention from the observer. Change Blindness

happens when an observer fails to detect changes from

visual stimuli when the changes are not shown prop-

erly (e.g. changes may happen across the display).

When such blindness conditions occur, the operator

can miss important events although he is actively mon-

itoring surveillance videos. As the number of videos

increases, human video surveillance becomes even

more challenging. Without proper attention allocation,

the operator can suffer from failures of visual aware-

ness and fail to detect important events.

Computer vision detectors and their effect

A wide variety of computer vision algorithms have

been developed to assist human video surveillance or

automate video surveillance. These algorithms can

automatically detect objects or events of interest, such

as human faces and abnormal human activities. Good

surveys of these computer vision algorithms can be

found in Wang12 and Dee and Velastin.13 The detected

objects or events are then visualized or emphasized on

the screen, such as highlighted by color bounding

boxes, to direct operators to look at a particular

video.14 It has been reported that when given cues

about where events may happen in the detection task,

the operators can devote more attention to the task

and can detect events more effectively.2,9,15

These computer vision algorithms, however, still

fall short and their results are often noisy when applied

to many real-world video surveillance scenarios with

varying and challenging environment conditions.16

The fundamental challenge for computer vision

remains that semantic visual understanding is still

beyond the capability of computer vision algorithms.

For event and object detection, there is a key para-

meter in computer vision algorithms: detection sensitiv-

ity. Given a detector, a high-sensitivity setting leads to

a high detection rate (recall) of true events at the

expense of a high false alarm rate; a low-sensitivity set-

ting makes the detector miss a high percentage of true

events with a low false alarm rate. In practice, a com-

puter vision detector is typically set to be very sensitive

to detect as many important events as possible, as

missing important events will pose significant

hazards.17

A highly sensitive computer vision detector, how-

ever, will report many false alarms, which often dis-

tract and confuse operators.15 As illustrated in Figure

1(a), the computer vision detector produces many

visual alarms, many of which are false alarms. This

makes the detection task more attention demanding

since the operator has to ascertain each alarm on the

display to identify the truly important ones. Moreover,

alarms often appear randomly in the display, and then

the operators do not know when and where the alarms

will appear next. Thus, they have to shift their atten-

tion constantly to try to cover as many alarms as possi-

ble. This constant shift of attention between alarms,

over a potentially large distance, increases the chance

that some alarms may go unnoticed. Due to

Inattentional Blindness and Change Blindness, the opera-

tors can still miss important changes in an alarm or

miss the alarm entirely while focusing on some oth-

ers.14 This article describes a method to effectively

make use of noisy computer vision detectors to sup-

port human video surveillance.

Related work

A comprehensive survey on video surveillance system

design and evaluation is beyond the scope of this arti-

cle. Please refer to Keval and Sasse5,18 and Stedmon19

for a good discussion. Our article is also relevant to the

research on video visualization. Please refer to Borgo

et al.20 for a comprehensive survey. This section dis-

cusses the relevant work on incorporating computer

vision algorithms for video surveillance.

Nguyen et al. 3
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Computer vision algorithms for object and event

detection have been used in video surveillance. Some

surveillance systems use computer vision algorithms to

automatically detect objects of interest and visualize

them in a three-dimensional (3D) simulation of the

surveillance environment.21–23 Such systems can bene-

fit space-centric surveillance tasks such as object track-

ing or path reconstruction. Kurzhal et al. developed a

grid visualization technique for a single surveillance

video. This technique groups objects of interest

detected by computer vision algorithms in a grid

view.14 When looking at the grid view, operators can

distribute attention toward all detected objects in a

single video. The SMV player supports the human

tracking task by grouping geographically related videos

in a separated view such that a person walking out of

one video can be found in an adjacent one.24

All these techniques do not thoroughly consider the

fact that computer vision algorithms are not perfect

and their detection results are noisy. This article con-

siders the behavior of computer vision algorithms and

their effect on human video surveillance in designing

Hotspot that can more effectively incorporate noisy

computer vision detection results to assist human video

surveillance tasks. We consider our work orthogonal to

the previous work and the existing interface and system

designs can be used to enhance our Hotspot system.

Hotspot

Before we elaborate the interface and design of the

Hotspot system, we first describe a typical surveillance

scenario using Hotspot. As shown in Figure 2, there are

12 surveillance videos in total. In order to capture as

many true events as possible, the computer vision

detector is set to be sensitive; thus, it reports many

false alarms. At a particular moment, computer vision

algorithms detect six alarms as indicated by red rectan-

gles. To support surveillance monitoring tasks such as

important event detection and post-detection analysis,

Hotspot has two views: the focus view and the video-bank

view as discussed before and illustrated in Figure 2.

Hotspot summarizes the detected important events

in the focus view. Rather than scanning the entire set of

surveillance videos, an operator can look at the focus

view to find important events. Since the focus view is

compact, the operator can easily shift his attention

among alarms because they are all within his attention

focus area. As a result, the operator can quickly dis-

miss false alarms, find and focus on true alarms.

Hotspot also has a video-bank view around the focus

view that displays all the original videos. This is useful

for the operator to capture important events that are

missed by the computer vision detector, especially

when the detector is set to work at a low-sensitivity

level. More importantly, the video-bank view is useful

for the operator to perform post-detection analysis of

the event, such as following the suspicious personnel

across neighboring videos (cameras). For example,

Figure 2 illustrates a scenario when a detected person

of interest in Video 1 is found to be moving through

multiple videos. After detecting this person (Step 1),

the operator may need to follow him to further study

his behavior or to inform the police about his location.

In that event, the operator can switch attention to the

video-bank view (Step 2). In the video-bank view (Step

3), the operator can benefit from contextual informa-

tion such as the spatial relationship between cameras

(videos) and can manually follow the suspect moving

through these videos. Hotspot provides imaginary visual

links between each video in the focus view and the

video-bank view for the operator to quickly switch from

the focus view to the video-bank view, as detailed later

in this section.

Focus view

As discussed previously, computer vision detection

results often contain many false alarms. Using a video

surveillance system with the naı̈ve computer vision

support that highlights the detection results in origi-

nally video arrays, an operator has to possibly scan the

videos over a large distance, which is a cognitively

demanding task and often make the operator miss

important events.

Navı̈e grouping. A potential solution is to group videos

with detected events together, as illustrated in

Figure 3. In this example, Videos 1, 3, 8, and 10 are

moved close to each other. After grouping, the dis-

tance among videos of potential interest is small. An

Figure 2. The Hotspot system consists of the hotspot view
and the video-bank view. Each pair of videos between two
views has a unique imaginary visual link based on color-
coded label and spatial proximity.
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operator can quickly shift attention among detected

alarms in these videos to identify true alarms.

This navı̈e grouping method, however, is proble-

matic in that moving videos around changes the layout

of surveillance video array, which is distracting, espe-

cially while an operator has not finished watching the

video being moved. Moreover, the video array layout,

or the location of each video in the surveillance

screen(s), provides operators with contextual informa-

tion that is vital for the surveillance tasks.4 Operators

use such contextual information to construct mental

maps of the surveillance environment. For example,

an experienced surveillance operator can quickly tell

which part of the building a video covers based on his

mental map of the surveillance environment that has

been established as a result of monitoring videos over

time. If the video layout is inconsistent, it prevents

operators from using contextual information and

makes the system extremely hard to use.

Alarm summary in the focus view. Hotspot addresses

the problem of navı̈e grouping using two views: a focus

view and a video-bank view, as shown in Figure 2. The

video-bank view displays all the original videos at fixed

locations, thus preserving the useful spatial contextual

information for video surveillance. The focus view

summarizes the detected alarms by displaying the cop-

ies of the videos containing these alarms, as illustrated

in Figure 2. When a source video has some alarms

detected by computer vision algorithms, it is ‘‘copied’’

and displayed in the focus view as long as the alarms

are present. The layout of the videos in the focus view

is discussed in section ‘‘Visual link’’ later on. Adding

and displaying a new video in the focus view can natu-

rally serve as a ‘‘pop up’’ animation to attract an opera-

tor’s attention toward the newly added video.10,25

The focus view displays all the alarms in a compact

region, thus allowing an operator to quickly dismiss

false alarms and detect truly important events.

Moreover, the detected alarms always appear in a desig-

nated area, that is, the focus view. This helps an operator

to detect important events, as research in psychology

has shown that knowing where a signal will appear can

improve the detection performance of that signal.9

Video removal. Videos in the focus view need to be

removed when they no longer contain alarms and pro-

vide no interesting information for surveillance so that

they do not distract operators. One solution is to allow

operators to manually remove videos in the focus view.

Manual removal, however, can be a heavy burden for

operators, especially when the number of alarms is

large.26 Therefore, Hotspot automatically removes

videos in the focus view that do not have any alarms,

removing the burden of operators in dismissing them

and allowing them to focus on identifying and analyz-

ing truly important events.

In practice, the performance of automatic video

removal can sometimes be compromised by the noisy

computer vision detection results. The detection of

some events may be intermittently interrupted by the

environment or due to the limitation of the detection

algorithms. For example, a suspicious person is first

detected for a few seconds. After that, he is occluded

by the environment and is missed by the computer

vision detector. And then, he appears again shortly

and detected again. Such intermittent detection of an

event can affect human video surveillance in a unique

way. In the focus view, a video appears if and only if it

contains some alarms. When a video has intermittently

detected alarms, its occurrence in the focus view is also

intermittent. As a result, such a video may quickly dis-

appear and reappear, creating a type of distracting

flashing animation.25 Moreover, the video may reap-

pear at a different location in the focus view as its old

location might have been taken by another video with

alarms. This inconsistency can compromise the sur-

veillance performance of operators.

To alleviate the intermittent detection problem,

Hotspot extends the lifetime of a video in the focus view

to compensate for the interruption time. That is, a

video will stay in the focus view for a few seconds after

the alarm in the video disappears. In this way, when

the detection of an event is interrupted for a short

amount of time, the video will still stay in the focus

view and in the same location. A tradeoff of this design

is that the duration of videos in the focus view that do

not exhibit the intermittent detection problem is also

extended. During the extended time, these videos con-

tain no alarms and provide no useful information for

surveillance. Therefore, a proper delay time needs to

be selected. In Hotspot, the removal of a video is

delayed for 2 s, which is selected based on our test on

a very recent object detection algorithm27 on a few

surveillance videos. This test showed that a 2-s

extended time is reasonable for reducing the distract-

ing flashing caused by the intermittent detection prob-

lem. Furthermore, when a video enters the extended

lifetime mode, we gradually reduce its brightness to

acknowledge this status to operators. If some alarms in

Figure 3. Naive grouping: videos with detected events (i.e.
1, 3, 8, and 10) can be grouped together to support better
detection but at the cost of disrupting the video array
layout.
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this video are detected before the extended lifetime

period ends, this video is brought back to full bright-

ness with the new alarms.

Post-detection analysis in video bank

Computer vision algorithms often fail on complex

video analysis tasks, such as tracking a person of inter-

est across multiple cameras.24 Semantic visual content

understanding is beyond the capability of computer

vision even more. Therefore, manual video analysis is

necessary for video surveillance. Hotspot displays all

the original videos in the video-bank view to facilitate

extended manual video analysis. The video-bank view

suits such tasks better than the focus view. It can enable

an uninterrupted observation of the detected event in

the video while in the focus view, the video will be

removed due to the failure of the computer vision

detector. More importantly, the video-bank view pro-

vides useful contextual information to extended man-

ual analysis. For example, when a person of interest is

not visible in the current video, the operator can

quickly locate him in a neighboring video. This is par-

ticularly useful for tasks such as tracking a person of

interest across multiple cameras (videos).

Visual link. To use the video bank for post-detection

analysis, an operator has to switch his attention from

the video in the focus view to the corresponding video

in the video-bank view. To reduce the effort of the

operator switching his attention and searching for the

corresponding video in the video-bank view, Hotspot

provides ‘‘visual links’’ to help connecting the corre-

sponding videos in the two views.

A straightforward design of visual link is to use

some visible graphics like an arrow to explicitly con-

nect the corresponding videos. However, this will not

only make the screen very cluttered but also bring in

disturbing flashing animation of the graphics when

videos are added to or removed from the focus view.

Therefore, Hotspot adopts implicit and imaginary

‘‘visual links,’’ which are non-intrusive and provide

cues for operators to build the connection. As shown

in Figure 2, the visual link design in Hotspot uses a

combination of color-coded video labels and spatial

video arrangement.

Color-coded labels. Color has been shown as an

effective feature for visual search.28 Labels, such as

room numbers in a building, are often used to help an

operator understand the semantic context of the sur-

veillance area in the video. Other visual cues com-

monly used in perceptual research are motion, size, or

shapes. However, they add complexity to the

surveillance screen and therefore are not desirable for

video surveillance. Hotspot uses color-coded label cues

to provide both visual distinctiveness and semantic

meaning for each video. Each video has a unique

color-coded video label (number) on the top left cor-

ner of the video frame. The color is selected based on

a distinctive color scheme generated using the

CMC(I:c) color difference algorithm.29

Spatial cues. When the number of surveillance

videos is large, the distinctiveness of both the color and

label cues will be reduced. Hotspot uses spatial cues to

increase the scalability. It has been shown that spatial

information of the search target can be used to reduce

the search space and improve search performance in

the visual search task.9 Treisman and Gormican30 also

found that the conjunction of spatial and color infor-

mation can make visual search more efficient.

In Hotspot, each video in the focus view is positioned

as close to the corresponding original video in the

video-bank view as possible. Specifically, when a new

video is copied into the focus view, it will be located in

a slot in the focus view that is available and is closest to

its original video according to the Euclidean distance

metric. Thus, the video location in the focus view will

direct an operator’s attention toward the part of the

screen where the original video is. This spatial cue

based on the video arrangement can reduce the search

space for operators when they need to search for the

original video in the video-bank view in a large surveil-

lance system.

Design choices

There are a few design choices that need to be consid-

ered. The first is the location of the focus view. To

effectively support the visual link design that helps an

operator to quickly switch from the focus view to the

video-bank view, Hotspot positions the focus view in the

center area of the surveillance screen(s). Figure 4 pro-

vides two sample Hotspot layouts for 12 and 16 videos,

respectively. The second is the size of the focus view,

which depends on a few factors, including the overall

surveillance display area size, the number of video

slots in the focus view, and the operator’s attention

focus area. In Hotspot, it is useful that the focus view

stays within or is mostly covered by the operator’s

attention focus area so that the operator can quickly

identify truly important events. Hotspot currently

adopts an attention-focus-area priority design scheme

that sets the size of the focus view similar to that of the

attention focus area, which is currently determined

empirically. The third is the number of video slots in

the focus view. On one hand, the focus view should be

able to accommodate all the original videos. On the

6 Information Visualization
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other hand, if the number of videos is large, the video

in the focus view will be too small for the operator to

examine the video content. This tradeoff can be made

according to the actual surveillance scenario if neces-

sary. For example, for a less busy surveillance scenario,

the focus view can be set to accommodate fewer videos

than the total videos to allow for higher video resolu-

tion in the focus view.

Experimental evaluation

We conducted two experiments to evaluate Hotspot in

supporting human video surveillance. The first experi-

ment evaluates how Hotspot can support important

event detection and the second experiment evaluates

how the visual links in Hotspot enable quick attention

switch from the focus view to the video-bank view for

extended video analysis.

Important event detection

This experiment aims to evaluate how Hotspot sup-

ports important event detection with noisy computer

vision detection results. Participants were asked to use

Hotspot and two baseline systems to monitor four sur-

veillance scenarios. The baseline systems include a

basic video surveillance (BVS) system with no com-

puter vision support, and a video surveillance system

with navı̈e computer vision support (computer vision–

supported surveillance (CVS)). The BVS system only

displays a simple video-bank view. The CVS system

also displays videos as a video bank and offers detec-

tion support from computer vision. Specially, when-

ever the computer vision algorithm detects an alarm,

the detected content is highlighted by a red rectangle

in the video, as shown in Figure 1(a). Hotspot uses the

detection support from the same computer vision algo-

rithm as CVS.

Task and stimuli. For each surveillance system, we

asked the participant to perform surveillance tasks in

four surveillance scenarios, each involving 16 videos.

Each video lasts 2 min to prevent the effect of user

fatigue. The surveillance scenarios cover two workload

levels and two sensitivity levels of the computer vision

detector, as detailed in Table 1. In each scenario, the

participant was asked to use each of the three systems

to click as many videos that contain important events

as possible and as fast as possible. We also explicitly

asked the participant not to randomly click on videos.

As discussed later on, our studies automatically

recorded the number of times that each participant

clicks on the videos without truly important events

and used the data for later analysis.

Like previous work,6,14,31 we used simulated sur-

veillance environments, events, and computer vision

detectors to control the study complexity. Specifically,

we used two-dimensional (2D) graphics to render sur-

veillance videos. Figure 5(a) shows a sample video

frame. Each video shows a top-down view of a busy

intersection. The road intersections and visual land-

marks, such as houses, trees, and bushes, are generated

randomly so that each video is unique. Most surveil-

lance videos involve human activities. Thus, we ran-

domly added moving human characters in each video.

Figure 4. Sample layout designs for Hotspot with different
numbers of surveillance videos. The dotted rectangles
depict the focus view. (b) The 16-video layout shows that it
is not always possible to position the focus view in the very
screen center. This figure just provides a few layout
samples. The location of the focus view can be adjusted as
long as it is still in the central region: (a) 12 videos and (b)
16 videos.

Table 1. Simulated surveillance scenarios.

Scenario/task Important
event

True Missed False

1. Workload (h) 3 CV (l) 42 18 24 9
2. Workload (h) 3 CV (h) 42 39 3 27
3. Workload (l) 3 CV (l) 18 6 12 3
4. Workload (l) 3 CV (h) 18 18 0 12

Each scenario can have high (h) or low (l) workload and computer vision (CV) detector performance by adjusting the number of
important events and the number of true, missed, and false alarms.

Nguyen et al. 7
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These characters first appear at one of the road paths

and walk along the paths randomly. There are no more

than 15 human characters in each video at a time.

Please refer to the supplementary video demo for sam-

ple videos.

We randomly incorporated the same number of

simulated important and unimportant events into the

videos. Each event lasts 5 s, which is a typical amount

of time that a walking person takes to pass through the

field of view of a surveillance camera. After 5 s, each

event disappears from the video by having the target

character walks off screen or blends in the crowd.

Important events are suspicious activities that a parti-

cipant needs to detect. These events are simulated by

modifying the behavior of some human characters in

the video. We followed the guideline from Stedmon

et al.4 and simulated three types of important events:

person of interest, bag dropping, and trespassing. The

person-of-interest event shows a distinctive character

who dresses in a black suit and wears a black hat. The

bag-dropping event shows a person dropping a suspi-

cious bag. The trespassing event shows a person stray-

ing off from the roads and walking on the grass area.

Unimportant events are normal activities that look

potentially suspicious but are not. These events

include walking around, stopping on the side of the

roads, or pretending to drop something. We simulated

the surveillance workload by controlling the number

of important events in the surveillance videos. As

shown in Table 1, this study involves two workload

levels: 42 and 18 important events, respectively.

A simulated computer vision event detector is

incorporated into Hotspot and CVS. This simulated

detector detects some events (including both true and

false alarms) and highlights them with red boxes. The

numbers of detected true alarms and false alarms are

controlled by the sensitivity of the computer vision

detector. In this study, we simulated two sensitiveness

levels for each workload. At a high-sensitivity level, the

simulated detector detects most of the important

events at the expense of bringing in many false alarms.

Vice versa, at a low-sensitivity level, many important

events will be missed with a low level of false alarms.

The performance detail of the simulated computer

vision detector is reported in Table 1. As noted earlier,

a computer vision detector can also produce intermit-

tent detection results. To simulate this effect, ran-

domly selected alarms were set to disappear and

reappear in 1 s.

Experimental setup. A 60-in Panasonic display is used

for all the surveillance scenarios, as shown in Figure

5(b). The display’s resolution is 1920 3 1080 pixels.

The videos in both CVS and BVS systems have the

same size, which is 480 3 270. In Hotspot, the focus

view is located in the middle region of the screen,

occupying 20% of the display area. Since the focus view

is large enough, it is set to accommodate the same

number of videos as the video-bank view if needed.

This makes the size of the videos in the focus view

200 3 130 pixels and that of videos in the video-bank

view 380 3 260 pixels. We tested and made sure all

videos in all three systems have a high enough resolu-

tion for participants to identify activities in the videos.

The viewing distance between the display and each

participant is 46 in. The display width is 56 in, which

makes the field of view of a participant 63�.
A total of 14 participants were recruited from the

university campus. These participants had no prior

experience with video surveillance. A 10-min training

session was provided to make the participants familiar

with the detection task and the three systems. A

Figure 5. (a) Synthetic video and (b) system setup in studies. Our studies used synthetic videos to simulate surveillance
environments with randomly generated landmarks, human activities, and special events for detection.
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surveillance scenario with a similar setup to Scenario 1

was used for training.

Each participant conducted the important event

detection task in the four scenarios listed in Table 1

using each of the three systems. In total, each partici-

pant finished 12 tasks. We used a 3 3 3 Latin square

to counterbalance the order of the systems. Before the

experiment, each participant was shown the list of the

important and unimportant events. We also informed

the participants about the sensitivity level of the com-

puter vision detector in Hotspot and CVS. During each

task, the participant was instructed to use a mouse

pointer to click the videos with important events. The

clicking action was chosen to resemble the real-world

practice of surveillance operators to respond to the

detection. The system recorded the total number of

important events detected by each participant. The

system also recorded the number of clicks on videos

that do not have any important events. To prevent user

errors, the mouse pointer is visualized as a big red

arrow to help ensure that the participants did not acci-

dentally click on videos that they did not intend to

click.

We hypothesized the following:

1. Systems that have computer vision detection sup-

port (Hotspot and CVS) outperform BVS in high

workload conditions (Scenarios 1 and 2), where

the number of important events is large, making

the task challenging.

2. When the workload is high, or the computer

vision sensitivity level is high (Scenarios 1, 2, and

4), the number of false alarms increases, compro-

mising the performance of the CVS system. The

Hotspot system outperforms both the CVS and

BVS systems.

Results. For each participant, we calculated the

detection rate by dividing the number of detected

important events by the total number of important

events in the given scenario. We performed Shapiro–

Wilk tests on the detection rate measurements to

check for normality. The results showed that only the

data for Hotspot in Scenario 3 were not normally dis-

tributed, but all the other data were normally distribu-

ted. We also computed the wrong-click rate by

dividing the number of clicks on videos without

important events by the total number of user clicks.

We found that 2 out of the 14 participants have

extremely high wrong-click rates 20.8% and 20.9%,

respectively. We looked into their click records and

found that the wrong clicks of one participant were

mainly with CVS and those of the other participant

were mainly with Hotspot. We considered that these

two participants did not take the study seriously and

removed their data from our later analysis. We ana-

lyzed the detection rate measurements with a System

(Hotspot, CVS, and BVS) 3 Scenario (1, 2, 3, and 4)

repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA)

using Greenhouse–Geisser correction and employed

Bonferroni correction for post hoc analysis.

Figure 6(a) provides a summary of the performance

analysis with respect to the detection rate of the three

systems over each scenario. There was a statistically

Figure 6. Summary of the study results: (a) detection rate of the three systems over each scenario, and the mean
detection rate in all scenarios and (b) mean reaction time of the four visual link techniques.
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significant interaction effect between System and

Scenario (F(6, 66) = 23.36, p \ 0.0001); Mauchly’s

test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had

not been violated (p = 0.88). Since this interaction

effect is significant, it is necessary to analyze whether

the effect of System on the detection rate depends on

each scenario, and whether the effect of Scenario on

the detection rate depends on each system. Thus, we

report these ‘‘simple main effects’’ below.

Testing on the simple main effect of Scenario on the

detection rate over each system reveals that increasing

the computer vision detector sensitivity level in both

the high workload (from Scenarios 1 to 2) and low

workload scenarios (from Scenarios 3 to 4) improve

the detection rate of both Hotspot and CVS, as shown

in Figure 6(a). This increase in performance is

because when the sensitivity is increased, the com-

puter vision detector misses less important events

although the number of false alarms is increased, so

both Hotspot and CVS benefit from the detection sup-

port. The difference in the detection rate between

Scenarios 1 and 2 was significant for both Hotspot

(p \ 0.0001) and CVS (p \ 0.0001). The differ-

ence in the detection rate between Scenarios 3 and 4

was also significant for both Hotspot (p \ 0.0001)

and CVS (p \ 0.0001). However, increasing the

computer vision detector’s sensitivity level also

increases the number of false alarms in Scenarios 2

and 4. Hotspot can better support important event

detection than CVS, as shown in Figure 6(a). The

detection rate of CVS was less than Hotspot in both

Scenario 2 (CVS: M = 0.52, standard deviation

(SD) = 0.11; Hotspot: M = 0.59, SD = 0.12) and

Scenario 4 (CVS: M = 0.68, SD = 0.1; Hotspot:

M = 0.86, SD = 0.09).

Further testing on the simple main effect of System

over each scenario reveals that the choice of system

affects the detection rate in each scenario. Figure 6(a)

shows that BVS performed worse than both Hotspot

and CVS in all four scenarios. The difference in

the detection rate between BVS and Hotspot was sig-

nificant in Scenario 1 (p \ 0.02), Scenario 2

(p \ 0.0001), Scenario 3 (p \ 0.0001), and

Scenario 4 (p \ 0.0001). The difference in the detec-

tion rate between BVS and CVS was also significant in

Scenario 1 (p \ 0.05), Scenario 2 (p \ 0.0001),

Scenario 3 (p \ 0.01), and Scenario 4 (p \ 0.0001).

This analysis confirmed Hypothesis 1 and shows

that the computer vision detection support in both

Hotspot and CVS can improve the detection perfor-

mance of surveillance operators compared to BVS. It

is also interesting to note that Hotspot and CVS also

significantly outperform BVS when the workload con-

dition is low (Scenarios 3 and 4). This could be that in

low workload scenarios, the participants felt bored and

were not able to focus on the task. The decrease in an

operator’s alertness in low workload scenarios has

already been studied.17,32 In Hotspot and CVS, the

computer vision detection support can display visual

alarms and increase the alertness of the participants,

leading to better performance.

According to the average performance over all sce-

narios in Figure 6(a), Hotspot (M = 0.56, SD = 0.21)

outperforms CVS (M = 0.48, SD = 0.16). Our analy-

sis reveals that the difference in the detection rate

between Hotspot and CVS was not significant in

Scenario 1 (p = 0.43), Scenario 2 (p = 0.25), and

Scenario 3 (p = 1.0) but was found to be significant in

Scenario 4 (p \ 0.01). In Scenarios 1 and 2,

although the performance of CVS is lower than

Hotspot, the participants might have benefited from

the increase in alertness due to high workload condi-

tions. As mentioned above, participants can heavily

rely on alarms and focus attention on as many alarms

as possible. This makes false alarms not as great a

problem in this case. In Scenario 3, the workload is

very low. The participants can easily examine the

alarms and therefore the false alarms did not cause a

significant problem, making CVS performs similar to

Hotspot. In Scenario 4, Hotspot outperforms CVS sig-

nificantly. We looked into the simulated computer

vision detection results and found that the false alarm

rate was very high. This significantly distracts the par-

ticipants. Hotspot can effectively reduce the distraction

from these false alarms. Thus, this analysis partially

confirmed Hypothesis 2; Hotspot can outperform both

CVS and BVS in Scenario 4.

We also looked into the wrong-click rates. For each

participant, we computed the average wrong-click rate

for each system over four scenarios and analyzed the

data with one-way repeated measure ANOVA on

System (Hotspot, CVS, and BVS). On average, Hotspot

(M = 0.086, SD = 0.0512) brought in less wrong

clicks than CVS (M = 0.105, SD = 0.044) and BVC

(M = 0.139, SD = 0.080) although the analysis result

showed that System had no significant effect on the

wrong-click rate (F(2, 22) = 2.34, p = 0.12).

Qualitative feedback. Some participants commen-

ted that having computer vision algorithms triggering

alarms made the surveillance task less boring and

Hotspot could particularly wake them up when the task

became boring. The feedbacks from participants also

confirmed that false alarms raised by the computer

vision detector are distracting. They reported that

when they were looking at videos with false alarms,

they could not catch up with other detected events

before these events disappeared. When there were

many alarms at a particular moment, participants

found it very overwhelming and difficult to examine
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all the alarms. They found that Hotspot summarizes

alarms in the focus view, making it easier to examine

these alarms.

Visual link

The goal of our second experiment is to evaluate how

the visual link design in Hotspot enables operators to

quickly switch their attention from a video in the focus

view to the corresponding video in the video-bank view.

Four visual link support options were tested within

Hotspot: no visual link support (None), the spatial cue

(Spatial), the color-coded labels (ColorNumber), and

both the spatial and color-coded label cues

(Combination).

Task and stimuli. In this experiment, each participant

was instructed to match a video of interest in the focus

view to its corresponding original video in the video-

bank view as quickly as possible. The same Hotspot sys-

tem used in the first experiment with 16 surveillance

videos was used in this experiment. We used the same

simulated computer vision detector to detect walking

events to show detected videos in the focus view for the

task. Among these detected videos, four videos, each

appearing at a different time in the focus view, were

selected as the videos of interest for participants to

find the corresponding original videos in the video-

bank view. Each of these four videos was marked with

a distinctive red circle. Each video appeared for 10 s

and each participant was instructed to click on the

marked video and its corresponding video in the video-

bank view before the video disappeared. We recorded

the reaction time between two clicks and the number

of matches the participants can complete in each trial.

To make the task non-trivial due to having only one

video in the focus view, we added more videos in the

focus view whenever a marked video appeared.

We hypothesized the following:

1. Hotspot systems that employ visual links will better

support operators to switch attention from a video

in the focus view to the corresponding video in the

video-bank view than the system without visual

links (None).

2. The Combination system will perform best.

Experimental setup. Eight participants were recruited

on the university campus. Each participant was asked

to complete the above-mentioned attention switching

tasks using each of the four variations of the Hotspot

systems. The order of the systems was counterba-

lanced using a 4 3 4 Latin square. Since the same sur-

veillance scenario was used for each system, the

participants may learn the results from the previous

trials. To reduce this learning effect, we changed the

four videos of interest with the red circles in the focus

view. We created four different set of videos of interest,

one for each trial. Participants performed the study

with four set of videos of interest in the same order,

but with a system selected using the counterbalanced

order. Sufficient training was also provided to allow

each participant to practice and to get familiar with

the task and the four systems. Each participant con-

ducted four attention switching trials with each system

and therefore 16 trails with the four systems in total.

Results. For each participant, the reaction time was

measured for each correct match between two clicks

from the marked video of interest in the focus view and

the corresponding original video in the video-bank view.

If a user failed to match a pair of videos, a 5-s penalty

is used as the reaction time for that video pair. This

penalty was chosen empirically; we set to half of the

time a video of interest would appear in the focus view.

We computed the mean reaction time of each user for

each technique and performed Shapiro–Wilk tests to

check for normality. The results showed that the reac-

tion time of ColorNumber was not normally distributed.

Since we have a smaller sample size in this experiment,

we applied a logarithmic transformation to normalize

the distribution of the data. We then analyzed the reac-

tion time with a one-way repeated measure ANOVA

on Technique (None, Spatial, ColorNumber, and

Combination) and employed Bonferroni correction for

post hoc analysis. The mean reaction time of each

technique is shown in Figure 6(b).

Our analysis shows that Technique had a significant

effect on reaction time (F(3, 21) = 6.37, p \ 0.005);

Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of spheri-

city had not been violated (p = 0.41). Figure 6(b)

shows that Combination (M = 1031.74, SD = 603.12)

outperformed all three other techniques. None per-

formed the worst among all techniques (M = 2317.11,

SD = 951.6). Post hoc analysis reveals that there was a

significant effect in the difference between Combination

and None (p \ 0.03). This analysis partially con-

firmed Hypothesis 3; the Hotspot system that has

visual links (Combination) outperforms the system

without visual links (None). Although Combination out-

performed both Spatial (M = 1417.6, SD = 1177.3)

and ColorNumber (M = 1201.2, SD = 449.8), the dif-

ference between these three techniques was not signifi-

cant. Thus, Hypothesis 4 could not be confirmed.

Discussion

Our experiments show that Hotspot can better support

surveillance operators in important event detection
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than the BVS systems with no or navı̈e computer

vision detection support. This shows that Hotspot, in

general, can make better use of noisy computer vision

detection results to improve an operator’s performance

in important event detection than the system with

navı̈e computer vision support. In addition, the degree

of improvement depends on factors like the workload

and the quality of computer vision detection results.

Compared to the system without visual links, the

Hotspot systems with visual links allow for quicker

attention switch from videos of interest in the focus

view to the corresponding ones in the video-bank view.

As discussed earlier, the video capacity of the focus

view varies with the hardware specs and surveillance

scenario. In our experiments, the focus view could

accommodate all the surveillance videos in the video-

bank view. However, when the video capacity of the

focus view is smaller than the total number of surveil-

lance videos, Hotspot can possibly leave out some

videos with detected alarms. Although increasing the

number of videos in the focus view can make the videos

too small for human video analysis and the human

capability to process multiple signals is very limited,33

it is still helpful to consider this solution for future

iterations of Hotspot. An alternative solution is to ‘‘buf-

fer’’ the videos with detected alarms that are not dis-

played in the focus view due to its limited capacity and

design an effective scheduling algorithm to manage

the display of the buffered videos to operators. These

problems will be explored in future work.

In our current visual link design, the video back-

ground might be similar to the color of the numbers. It

is possible to increase the contrast between the num-

bers and the video background by adding visual effects

such as shadow or border. On the other hand, these

methods can possibly distract users as they create

flashing animation when the videos are added or

removed from the focus view. Thus, our system cur-

rently chooses to make the visual links more implicit

by embedding color in numbers so that they are less

intrusive and can still provide cues for attention switch.

In addition, our system uses the spatial cues to further

enhance visual links especially when the color cues

become less effective.

Finally, it is common to use a very sensitive com-

puter vision detector in video surveillance systems

deployed in the real world.2 Therefore, this article

focused on supporting operators in detecting impor-

tant events in surveillance systems with a pretty sensi-

tive computer vision detector so that the computer

vision detector misses as few important events as pos-

sible at the expense of a high false alarm rate. The pre-

sented Hotspot system enables an operator to quickly

dismiss false alarms and identify truly important

events. On the other hand, although a very sensitive

setting is applied to the computer vision detector, it

can still miss important events. Hotspot addresses this

problem by keeping all the original videos in the video-

bank view so that the operator can look into these

videos to detect important events missed by the com-

puter vision detector. Moreover, since Hotspot can

help the operator quickly dismiss false events, the

operator can possibly spend more time looking for

these missed events. On the other hand, the reliance

on the computer vision detector and the focus view

might also prevent the operator from detecting the

important events missed by the computer vision detec-

tor as the operator might not pay attention to the

videos in the video-bank view over time. This problem

demands more detailed study and analysis on the

behavior and attention focus of operators and will be

addressed in future.

Conclusion

This article presented Hotspot as a surveillance video

visualization system that can effectively make use of

noisy important event detection results from computer

vision algorithms to support human video surveillance.

There are two major contributions in the design of

Hotspot. First, Hotspot summarizes the noisy computer

vision detection results in a compact focus view that

enables an operator to quickly dismiss false alarms and

identify truly important events instead of having to

scanning across a large display area. Second, Hotspot

provides visual links that allow for quick attention

switch from the video of interest in the focus view to

the corresponding video in the video-bank view for

extended event analysis. The experiments showed that

Hotspot can better support operators in detecting

important events than the baseline systems with no or

only navı̈e computer vision support and the visual links

can effectively support attention switch from the focus

view to the video-bank view.
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